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Unique, unchanging, and formed five months before birth, fingerprints have been an accepted and

infallible means of personal identification for a century. In LIFEPRINTS, Richard Unger presents a

groundbreaking method of self-discovery and offers a daily compass for meaning and fulfillment.

Combining the science of dermatoglyphics (the study of fingerprints and related line and hand

shape designations) with the ancient wisdom of palmistry, the LifePrints system is a simple yet

profoundly accurate means of mapping one's life purpose. Like examining an acorn to know what

kind of oak tree may one day emerge, reading our fingerprints reveals who we are meant to

become. A guide to discovering one's life purpose by decoding the map revealed in our unique

combination of fingerprints. This new system is based on the author's 25 years of research and

fingerprint statistics for more than 52,000 hands. Features step-by-step instructions for identifying

the fingerprints and mapping the life lessons for reaching our full potential. Includes detailed case

studies plus fingerprint readings for Albert Einstein, John F. Kennedy, Amelia Earhart, Walt Disney,

Susan B. Anthony, Martin Luther King, Charles Manson, and others. Reviews"This 286 page find

brings palm-reading to a whole new level. I was impressed and amazed at the way the author could

first, present such a difficult concept in an easy manner, and then to explain it in such a way that it

made perfect sense. I could just by following along with the simple step by step guidelines learn how

a line here, or a length there could truly determine not only the path my life might take, but what

means I would use to get it there. The archetypes were majorly fascinating.There were interesting

graphs and charts throughout that helped to clarify the concepts being presented and it was done in

such a way that just made sense. I will never look at my hands the same way again. The experience

was very much like casting a horoscope for my fingers, especially when they gave examples of the

lifeprints of famous people. I would recommend this interesting form of self discovery to anyone at

any stage of their spiritual journey . Thanks Richard, for helping it all make sense.-Riki Frahmann
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"LifePrints is a meticulously researched and fascinating manual." -- Evolve Magazine

*â€ƒA guide to discovering one's life purpose by decoding the map revealed in our unique

combination of fingerprints. *â€ƒThis new system is based on the author's 25 years of research and

fingerprint statistics for more than 52,000 hands. *â€ƒFeatures step-by-step instructions for

identifying the fingerprints and mapping the life lessons for reaching our full potential. *â€ƒIncludes

detailed case studies plus fingerprint readings for Albert Einstein, John F. Kennedy, Amelia Earhart,

Walt Disney, Susan B. Anthony, Martin Luther King, Charles Manson, and others.

** Sorry for the incoherent review. It was accidentally posted without being complete.Here is the

completed review:I once thought of having lots of whorl as extremely lucky; someone once told me

that the more one has, the greater that person will be held in higher esteem within society... Ha! Not

quite what I got from the interpretation from this book but it easily make sense. It is only the capable

who can give and give and give without forsaking themselves; steely not bending under the toil of

pressure of demand nor getting lost under scrutiny and all the while maintaining

clarity,purpose,strength and compromise to make good use of this strangely bestowed

blessing(mixed with pain). I most definitely thank the author for gifting us such a book. While this art

is not of real value to the scientific world, the book provides real insight to a kind of manifestation of

pattern from physical imprints to indicate real people with their accompanying patterns of

character,or, what for some of us who couldnt understand but would like to know better the so called

'calling in life' dilemma. Each combination and their meaning makes many of the stories valuable to

the reader who can now better understand others; an individual's unique personal truth of 'their' own

life's (literally, like that biblical phrase "God makes different people on earth to weave the "fabric of

life".. !)People follow their dreams. It may be the perfect path to their calling in life when these are

the truly blessed to know from the start. For some of us, who has doubt midway, feel lost or has

been made to confront a stuck situation in life, this book will surely help you to bust through the



blockade or accept n make do a gift not readily accepted. It can most help people understand

others' puzzled existence. But for the individual, it is a good personal guide.* On a side note, the

occult is a familiar subject for me. But for my science based atheist father, it is noteworthy that he

would mention his palm lines would change through the years while he took a occasional look at his

hand, adding, that he thought the finger prints mayb of a possible n fixed unique meaning that one

inherits upon birth. For a non believer of a greater being of power, it is funny that he treats

fingerprints as not just gene manifestation but possible something more unique than just pure

nature. Genes and patterns need not be senseless nature or adaptivity. Their existence carries

meaning beyond our understanding.

This would get 5 stars but I've since discovered that there's a Deluxe version available from the web

site of one of Unger's students. The two editions each have slightly different material, the Deluxe

version having color plates and being much longer. Still, both are useful in their own ways to capture

Unger's approach.I have used the analysis in LifePrints for myself and for several family members,

friends and acquaintances. For reasons that seem to make no good sense (unless Unger is right),

the results are incredibly accurate.This is not palmistry, in the sense that it's not a prediction of your

life's story. Rather, it's an analysis of who you are: strengths, limitations, life purpose and life lesson.

Well written but since I had the pleasure of having my own personal hand analysis done by Mr.

Unger I have to say that helped me more personally than reading the book--although the book is a

good guideline. Nothing or No one has come closest to helping me figure out my complicated self

than my own hand analysis reading. I've had both Western and Vedic Astrology charts done and

they require too much planetary decoding to help me understand me! We need more hand analysts

and less astrologers. Thank you Richard Unger for your book, your work and establishing a

University for Hand and fingerprint analysts.

When I met Richard Unger for a reading, he knew nothing about me except for what I looked like

that evening and that I was a friend of the hostess putting on the fingerprint-reading gathering. He

assessed my prints and told me a few pertinent things about myself that were truly uncanny. I went

on  the next day to buy his book!It's very, very interesting--and fun to read your own fingerprints.

The step-by-step directions tell you how to take readings. Then there are chapters on the several

differnt print-types.You can believe in it or not. Either way, it's aninexpensive way to have fun that

may turn out to be rather revealing!



Great in depth look at the lines in your hands and what information they hold for you. Highly

recommend.
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